NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT

How many things on this list can you find? Turn this page over for some more things to identify in nature.

Textures
find something...
- Rough
- Smooth
- Soft
- Hard

TRY THIS!
Make a leaf rubbing. Place your leaf under a sheet of paper, then rub a crayon over the paper. What happens?

Plants
something with leaves shaped like...

Animals
something with...
- Fur
- Feathers
- A Shell
- Scales

Sounds
- the wind?
- something singing?
- something buzzing?
- moving water?
- _______? (identify your own)

Colors
find something...
- Red
- Green
- Brown
- Yellow

Shapes

Squares

Circles

Triangles

Smells
- Sweet
- Stinky
- Fresh
- Earthy

Try this scavenger hunt in different places. Do you always find the same things to fit each category?

What would you add to this list for someone else to find?